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Publisher's statement

Kent's leading weekly leisure and entertainment publication, providing Kent
communities with up to date event-led information for over 25 years.
Circulated in all KM Media Group paid-for newspapers (excl. Medway
Messenger Monday). What's On's editorial is the ideal environment for any
leisure or entertainment advertising. At key times of the year What's On also
carries dedicated features including Holidays, Getaways and Weddings.

Group weekly listeners: 188,600
RAJAR Q3 2018 (Apr 2018 - Sept 2018)

.co.uk/whats-on
PAGE IMPRESSIONS
241,678
AT Internet (Nov 2018)

Newsletters

UNIQUE BROWSERS
129,774

Newsletters
What's On's top entertainment news and features are sent direct to subscribers
every week. Each benefits from regular entry into exclusive competitions.

9,437

subscribers

As of December 3, 2018

Features
Please contact us to find out about our latest feature opportunities.

Designers who can help with any creative work. Services cover
print design, corporate identity, sales promotions, direct marketing,
advertising and artworking, as well as exhibitions and even illustration.
We can also help with your audio visual needs and have some of the
biggest names in sound design and a visual team that are recognised as
some of the most innovative individuals out there.
Need a website? We can help with that too.

KM Media Group is the only company in Kent with
publishing, broadcasting and online channels.
13 newspapers, KentOnline website network, 7 local kmfm radio
stations and now KMTV, allows us to create targeted campaigns
for you that suit your budget.

We also produce many publications appealing to key areas of interest at
specfic times of the year.
The combination of our experience and diverse portfolio of products means
we are in a unique position to maximise exposure and reach of your
advertising messages.

